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Synagro Invites Municipalities, Farmers and
Communities to Visit Newly Launched Website
The new website showcases Synagro’s commitment to protecting the health of our water, our
Earth and those who depend on them.
BALTIMORE, Maryland, March 24, 2020 – Synagro Technologies, Inc., the preeminent provider of
biosolids and residuals solutions services in North America, is pleased to announce the launch of its new
website.
“Our new website, which was created for us by Drio, is modern and easy to navigate,” said Matt
Robertson, chief commercial officer, Synagro. “Most importantly, it focuses on the positive benefits our
work yields to our customers, the environment and the communities in which we live and work.
“Synagro’s story is a good one and tells the world that we are much more than a biosolids solutions
provider,” added Robertson. “Our work protects the health of our water, our Earth and those who
depend on them. We are helping to clean the water supply by helping our customers choose the right
technology to manage their biosolids. We return earth to the Earth, and we help our environment even
more by doing so.”
Visitors are encouraged to check out Synagro’s new website at www.synagro.com.

About Synagro
Founded in 1986, Synagro Technologies, Inc. works to turn waste into worth by helping more than 600
municipal and industrial water and wastewater facilities in North America move toward safer, cleaner
and more environmentally beneficial practices. For some, it’s simply cleaning the water supply. For
others, it’s much more – we partner with them to process their waste for compost or energy pellets,
creating healthy soil and sequestering carbon in the process. As the largest recycler of organic byproducts in North America, we’re trusted because we remove risks while keeping the logistics clean.
Because we have the most experienced team in the industry, we can offer tailored solutions that ensure
no waste goes to waste. Much of our work isn’t pretty. But a greener world emerging from a cleaner
one – worth coming from waste – and we think that’s pretty beautiful. Visit synagro.com to learn more.
Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter.
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